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How To Audition On Camera: A Hollywood Insider's Guide for
Actors - Sharon Bialy 2016-09-27
First Time in Print Updated and expanded To win a role in a movie or on
network or cable TV, you must make a strong first impression in your
brief, crucial audition—and the first person you have to impress is the
casting director. In How to Audition On Camera, Casting Director Sharon
Bialy answers the twenty-five questions actors ask most frequently about
how to nail an audition. What is the casting director looking for? If you
mess up, can you start over? What is the most common mistake
experienced actors make? Should you audition off book or can you look
at the page? Should you dress in character? How much can you
improvise? Actors—both novice and professional—are often misled by
myths and outdated prescriptions. This guide replaces such
misinformation with concise and accurate advice from someone who is in
the room helping to make the decision on who gets the job. Bialy gets
readers started immediately on the road to screen acting success.
The New Business of Acting - Brad Lemack 2018-02-28
The best actor never gets the role. But the right actor always gets hired
and if you want to be the right actor, you need to create a well-paved
pathway through the traffic jam that can slow you down, divert your
attention and create stress behind the wheel of the career you're
committed to driving forward. It's your journey and it's time for a career
tune up, even if you're just starting out In this revised and expanded
Next Edition to his popular book for actors, talent manager, educator and
author Brad Lemack tackles the tough challenges actors face in seeking,
building and maintaining rewarding careers in the new landscape. From
the role of personal ethics and integrity to landing the role of a lifetime,
Lemack teaches readers how to navigate through and thrive in a
continually changing landscape in an industry challenged to redefine
itself and how it does business. Whether you're new to the business or in
need of a professional career rebranding, The New Business of Acting:
The Next Edition will empower you with a critical perspective on how to
create, map out and embark on a life-long journey that will earn you the
career-building opportunities you seek.
Self-Management for Actors - Bonnie Gillespie 2014
This book will help you take control of the business side of your creative
career. By learning how to build your brand, target your buyers, create
content that showcases you best, and pitch like the rockstar you are,
you'll build a fulfilling career (wherever you live) that helps rocket you to
the next tier.
The Monologue Audition - Karen Kohlhaas 2000
"All the elements of preparing a monologue audition - script analysis,
staging, voice, timing, gesture, movement and self-presentation skills are thoroughly explored here. The goal of the book, as Ms. Kohlhaas
states in her Introduction, is not only to help you prepare for auditions,
but to make working on monologues a regular and enjoyable part of your
acting life. As you follow the author along the path she charts, you are
not only learning to rehearse monologues effectively, you are learning to
turn auditions into exciting ways to grow and challenge yourself as an
actor."--BOOK JACKET.
SMFA - Bonnie Gillespie 2013-05-01
Author Bonnie Gillespie has done it again! Her wildly popular "SelfManagement for Actors: Getting Down to (Show) Business" has spawned
a series of classes, a podcast, an online course, an app, and a worldwide
tour. Actors all over the planet are learning how to control what few
things they do control in pursuit of a creative career. Using the SMFA
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principles, this pocket guide encourages actors to embrace their power
as storytellers, to "lurk then lead," to strengthen the Web of Trust, and to
remember the love in this pursuit. So many actors block their own
success by focusing on other actors' journeys, by dwelling on rejection,
by not celebrating what they can do--daily--to rejoice that their creative
path is filled with the opportunity to change the world. Look, we're not
curing cancer in show business, but maybe we're bringing relief to
someone as they're going through chemo, through the stories we help
tell. "SMFA: The Ninja Within" is filled with short reminders about the
mental game you're facing. Flip to a page, get a quick shot of badassery,
and then get to work!
The 5AM Club - Robin Sharma 2018-12-04
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma
introduced The 5am Club concept over twenty years ago, based on a
revolutionary morning routine that has helped his clients maximize their
productivity, activate their best health and bulletproof their serenity in
this age of overwhelming complexity. Now, in this life-changing book,
handcrafted by the author over a rigorous four-year period, you will
discover the early-rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic
results while upgrading their happiness, helpfulness and feelings of
aliveness. Through an enchanting—and often amusing—story about two
struggling strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon who becomes their
secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you through: How great geniuses,
business titans and the world’s wisest people start their mornings to
produce astonishing achievements A little-known formula you can use
instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a
fiery drive to get the most out of each day A step-by-step method to
protect the quietest hours of daybreak so you have time for exercise, selfrenewal and personal growth A neuroscience-based practice proven to
help make it easy to rise while most people are sleeping, giving you
precious time for yourself to think, express your creativity and begin the
day peacefully instead of being rushed “Insider-only” tactics to defend
your gifts, talents and dreams against digital distraction and trivial
diversions so you enjoy fortune, influence and a magnificent impact on
the world Part manifesto for mastery, part playbook for genius-grade
productivity and part companion for a life lived beautifully, The 5am Club
is a work that will transform your life. Forever.
Acting Is Everything - Judy Kerr 2017-09-07
In this actor's guidebook, renowned acting coach Judy Kerr shares her
lifetime of techniques and tricks of the trade. She opens the doors of
Hollywood to acting hopefuls and professionals with a straightforward
road map for building their dreams and careers. The previous 11 editions
have contributed to the success of thousands of readers. In this new
Ebook Judy shares brand new content: including Acting Tools, private
dairy entries from those who have successfully applied Acting Is
Everything to their careers, and more. A wonderful intro to the world of
show biz. -- Jerry Seinfeld This is good, Judy, this is good. Julia LouisDreyfus First rate primer, excellent refresher course. -- Jason Alexander
Informative and to the point. - Michael Richards
Emotional Intelligence 2.0 - Travis Bradberry 2009
Presents a step-by-step guide for increasing emotional intelligence
through four core principles: self-awareness, self-management, social
awareness, and relationsip management.
Audition and Book It! - Csa Helen McCready 2011-03
If you are an actor, you have to audition - plain and simple but
auditioning is anything but "plain and simple" for the amateur or
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professional actor. There are so many opportunities out there for actors
but, unfortunately, they make mistakes in the audition room that cost
them the job. In Helen McCready's book, "Audition & Book It," she
uncovers everything an actor needs to know from the audition to booking
the role and how not to make the common mistakes most actors tend to
do. From her years of being an actor to becoming a leading independent
casting director, Helen has a compassion for what an actor goes through
in the audition room and wrote this book to help the actor perfect their
audition skills. You will learn to be not only extremely competent but also
how to shake the "nerves" that actors get before any audition. This book
is up to date with what Hollywood casting directors expect from the
actor. You will learn about having a winning headshot and resume,
preparing for the audition, bringing energy into the room, props,
pantomime, movement, monologues, improvisation and her "5 Elements
of A Winning Audition" to help you nail the role. "Audition & Book It!" is
a no-nonsense book written to heighten your odds at becoming a true
working actor in the business. A must for any actor serious about
working in Hollywood.
Acting -- Make It Your Business - Paul Russell 2010-06-02
Acting: Make It Your Business, written by an award-winning, veteran
casting director, puts the power to land jobs and thrive in any medium stage, film, TV, or the Internet - directly into the hands of the actor. This
blunt, wise, and often hilarious guide overflows with cutting-edge
audition, marketing, and networking strategies, combining traditional
techniques with those best suited for the digital age. Well-known actors
and powerful agents make cameos throughout, offering newcombers and
working professionals alike a clear-eyed, uncensored perspective on
survival and advancement within the entertainment industry. "Huorous
and witty . . . Actors everywhere who are trying to succeed in the
business, young or old, on stage or on camera, in New York or anywhere
in the world, take note: This is your road map." - Bernard Telsey, casting
director (Rent, Sex & The City: The Movie, Wicked) "All the right
questions asked and answered . . . and with a generous portion of good
humor." - Suzanne Ryan, casting director (Law & Order) "Paul's book
made me proud to be a part of the acting community in this business we
call 'show.'" - Karen Ziemba, actress, Tony and Drama Desk Award
Winner From the Trade Paperback edition.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective Activities to
Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration - Mary Scannell
2010-05-28
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins!
Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of
their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for groups of
any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing
personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this
guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower
you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before
they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and
verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore
several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive,
easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and
mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
How To Win Friends And Influence People - Dale Carnegie 2022-05-17
"How to Win Friends and Influence People" is one of the first best-selling
self-help books ever published. It can enable you to make friends quickly
and easily, help you to win people to your way of thinking, increase your
influence, your prestige, your ability to get things done, as well as enable
you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Twelve Things This Book
Will Do For You:_x000D_ Get you out of a mental rut, give you new
thoughts, new visions, new ambitions._x000D_ Enable you to make
friends quickly and easily._x000D_ Increase your popularity._x000D_
Help you to win people to your way of thinking._x000D_ Increase your
influence, your prestige, your ability to get things done._x000D_ Enable
you to win new clients, new customers._x000D_ Increase your earning
power._x000D_ Make you a better salesman, a better executive._x000D_
Help you to handle complaints, avoid arguments, keep your human
contacts smooth and pleasant._x000D_ Make you a better speaker, a
more entertaining conversationalist._x000D_ Make the principles of
psychology easy for you to apply in your daily contacts._x000D_ Help you
self-management-for-actors-getting-down-to-show-business-bonnie-gillespie

to arouse enthusiasm among your associates._x000D_ Dale Carnegie
(1888-1955) was an American writer and lecturer and the developer of
famous courses in self-improvement, salesmanship, corporate training,
public speaking, and interpersonal skills. Born into poverty on a farm in
Missouri, he was the author of How to Win Friends and Influence People
(1936), a massive bestseller that remains popular today._x000D_
Secrets from the Casting Couch - Nancy Bishop 2014-01-08
"Any actor who is serious about his or her career should read this book"
Matthew Stillman, Producer: Casino Royale, Wanted, The Chronicles of
Narnia: Prince Caspian. "As a director, casting a movie can be a
terrifying process. Put the wrong actor in your project and you're sunk.
How do you find the right person? ... if you're working with Nancy Bishop
you know you're in good, accomplished hands, whether you're a director
or an actor. " Neil Burger, Director of The Illusionist Why is it that so
many good actors don't perform well at castings? Secrets from the
Casting Couch gives practical advice for actors, written from a casting
director's point of view, teaching the craft of film casting in front of
camera. It shows how actors can work with today's internet technologies
to get cast and features advice and actual exercises that achieve results
in the casting studio. Emmy-award nominated casting director Nancy
Bishop C.SA., has developed a successful approach through many years
experience of working in the casting studio. The author also runs
internationally recognised master classes throughout Europe and the US
and is the head of the Prague Film School Acting Department.
Breaking Into Commercials - Terry Berland 2006-01-01
Provides tips for actors seeking commercial work, with advice on such
topics as head shots, resumes, agents, auditions, and voice-overs.
Book the Job - Doug Warhit 2003-01-01
Tools to master everything from "getting in the door without any
connections", "crying on cue", "making the most of your close-up",
"nailing sitcoms even if you don't think you're funny", to "what makes
someone a star."
Pain Management and the Opioid Epidemic - National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2017-09-28
Drug overdose, driven largely by overdose related to the use of opioids,
is now the leading cause of unintentional injury death in the United
States. The ongoing opioid crisis lies at the intersection of two public
health challenges: reducing the burden of suffering from pain and
containing the rising toll of the harms that can arise from the use of
opioid medications. Chronic pain and opioid use disorder both represent
complex human conditions affecting millions of Americans and causing
untold disability and loss of function. In the context of the growing opioid
problem, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) launched an
Opioids Action Plan in early 2016. As part of this plan, the FDA asked the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine to convene a
committee to update the state of the science on pain research, care, and
education and to identify actions the FDA and others can take to respond
to the opioid epidemic, with a particular focus on informing FDA's
development of a formal method for incorporating individual and societal
considerations into its risk-benefit framework for opioid approval and
monitoring.
Working on the Inside - Retta Blaney 2003
Working on the Inside goes backstage into the inner lives of respected
actors like Liam Neeson, Vanessa Williams, Phylicia Rashad, Edward
Herrmann, Kristin Chenoweth and many others to reveal the deep
spirituality each one relies on in their lives and work. Visit our website
for sample chapters!
The Anarchist Collectives - Sam Dolgoff 1974
An analyses on the radical collectives organized in Spain. "The
eyewitness reports and commentary presented in this highly important
study reveal a different understanding of the nature of socialism and the
means for achieving it."--Noam Chomsky
The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing - Carla Renata 2019-01-01
Stand Out from the Competition! How do actors sell their personality?
What does it take to make a lasting impression? How can actors use their
image to achieve their dreams? The Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing
answers all these questions and more. With a background in acting and
publicity, author Carla Renata has gathered insider info and proven tips
to help actors create their own brand and utilize it for success. With The
Actor's Guide to Self-Marketing, you will learn how to: Highlight unique
traits and skills Distinguish yourself from the crowd Market yourself
through social media Angle for your dream role And so much more!
Renata's methods have been tested and developed through her branding
and social media program, The Branding Buddha, which has been taught
online and privately, as well as in group classes at top universities in the
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United States. Along with tips from her program and extensive
background in the field, Renata uses meditative practices and selfactualization to help actors develop their public image and reach their
goals with clarity and intention. As she writes, "The mind is everything.
What you think, you will become." With The Actor's Guide to SelfMarketing, you'll be well on your way to becoming the actor you really
want to be and landing your dream roles.
SMFA - Bonnie Gillespie 2012-03-08
Author Bonnie Gillespie has done it again! Her wildly popular "SelfManagement for Actors: Getting Down to (Show) Business" has spawned
a series of classes, a podcast, an online course, an app, and a worldwide
tour. Actors all over the planet are learning how to control what few
things they do control in pursuit of a creative career. Using the SMFA
principles, this pocket guide encourages actors to embrace their power
as storytellers, to "lurk then lead," to strengthen the Web of Trust, and to
remember the love in this pursuit. So many actors block their own
success by focusing on other actors' journeys, by dwelling on rejection,
by not celebrating what they can do--daily--to rejoice that their creative
path is filled with the opportunity to change the world. Look, we're not
curing cancer in show business, but maybe we're bringing relief to
someone as they're going through chemo, through the stories we help
tell. "SMFA: The Ninja Within" is filled with short reminders about the
mental game you're facing. Flip to a page, get a quick shot of badassery,
and then get to work!
The Intent to Live - Larry Moss 2005-12-27
“I call this book The Intent to Live because great actors don’t seem to be
acting, they seem to be actually living.” –Larry Moss, from the
Introduction When Oscar-winning actors Helen Hunt and Hilary Swank
accepted their Academy Awards, each credited Larry Moss’s guidance as
key to their career-making performances. There is a two-year waiting list
for his advanced acting classes. But now everyone–professionals and
amateurs alike–can discover Moss’s passionate, in-depth teaching.
Inviting you to join him in the classroom and onstage, Moss shares the
techniques he has developed over thirty years to help actors set their
emotions, imagination, and behavior on fire, showing how the hard work
of preparation pays off in performances that are spontaneous, fresh, and
authentic. From the foundations of script analysis to the nuances of
physicalization and sensory work, here are the case studies, exercises,
and insights that enable you to connect personally with a script, develop
your character from the inside out, overcome fear and inhibition, and
master the technical skills required for success in the theater, television,
and movies. Far more than a handbook, The Intent to Live is the personal
credo of a master teacher. Moss’s respect for actors and love of the
actor’s craft enliven every page, together with examples from a wealth of
plays and films, both current and classic, and vivid appreciations of great
performances. Whether you act for a living or simply want a deeper
understanding of acting greatness, The Intent to Live will move, instruct,
and inspire you.
Self-Compassion - Dr. Kristin Neff 2011-04-19
Kristin Neff, Ph.D., says that it’s time to “stop beating yourself up and
leave insecurity behind.” Self-Compassion: Stop Beating Yourself Up and
Leave Insecurity Behind offers expert advice on how to limit selfcriticism and offset its negative effects, enabling you to achieve your
highest potential and a more contented, fulfilled life. More and more,
psychologists are turning away from an emphasis on self-esteem and
moving toward self-compassion in the treatment of their patients—and
Dr. Neff’s extraordinary book offers exercises and action plans for
dealing with every emotionally debilitating struggle, be it parenting,
weight loss, or any of the numerous trials of everyday living.
Improving Healthcare Quality in Europe Characteristics,
Effectiveness and Implementation of Different Strategies - OECD
2019-10-17
This volume, developed by the Observatory together with OECD,
provides an overall conceptual framework for understanding and
applying strategies aimed at improving quality of care. Crucially, it
summarizes available evidence on different quality strategies and
provides recommendations for their implementation. This book is
intended to help policy-makers to understand concepts of quality and to
support them to evaluate single strategies and combinations of
strategies.
An Agent Tells All - Tony Martinez 2005
A working Hollywood talent agent gives honest and humorous advice to
aspiring actors.
Ask an Agent - Jason Lockhart 2020-05-05
This book is no bull, straight from the mouth of a blunt talent agent,
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currently hustling for over 500 clients and closing deals daily. His words
are legit instructions on how to be a working actor in film and TV.
Organized into three sections: Getting an Agent, Working with Your
Agent, and Thriving with Your Agent, this Q&A format addresses actor
questions at all stages of a career. After nearly a decade of sitting on
panels and acknowledging that the majority of raised hands are never
called upon, Jason Lockhart decided to answer them ALL, right here,
right now, in an energetic, honest, and organized place. Getting inside
the mind of an agent is crucial, as they are generally the first gatekeeper
to an actor's success. Consider this book your secret weapon to breaking
in or leveling up.
How to Agent Your Agent - Nancy Rainford 2002
Nancy Rainford takes the reader behind the scenes to reveal the
techniques, politics, and unspoken rules of being an agent. Agents and
managers are the gatekeepers and power brokers to getting work in
Hollywood. With an easy style, Rainford candidly delivers an uncensored
insight into the mechanics and motivation of agents and managers at
work. Get the tools you need to protect yourself, build a career, and train
your agent to work for you. Rainford delivers familiar and surprising
scenarios in each chapter filled with industry anecdotes and uncensored
descriptions and accounts of show-biz players. A glossary of terms and
definitions will educate and entertain all readers, so that every actor and
screenwriter in whatever stage of 'stardom' or 'starvedom' from the
unsuspecting novice, to the been-around-the-block star can make
practical use of How To Agent Your Agent.
The Platinum Rule - Tony Alessandra 2008-12-14
In this entertaining and thought-provoking book, Tony Alessandra and
Michael O'Connor argue that the "Golden Rule" is not always the best
way to approach people. Rather, they propose the Platinum Rule: "Do
unto others as "they'd" like done unto them". In other words, find out
what makes people tick and go from there.
Acting QS - Bonnie Gillespie 2005
Real conversations with working actors at all levels --Broadway darlings,
feature film heartthrobs, commercial pitchmen, sitcom series regulars,
standup comedians, and on-air personalities. These candid stories focus
on the creative process and maintaining emotional balance in a difficult
profession and are humorous and motivational. A photograph and
biography accompany each first-person account. Includes: * how they got
their first agents * how they prepare for roles * who their favorite actors
are Acting Qs is both an inspirational volume for aspiring actors and a
delightful peek into the personal lives of the actors whose work we know
so well.
Playing Small - Christine Horn 2019-07
You've left another audition feeling defeated. You're pissed because
those damn nerves took over your body... again. The real you actually
never stepped foot in that audition; your nervous representative did. You
go home and wonder if that casting office will ever call you again. The
next audition you get forces you to replay this scenario over and over
again, and you wonder if you even have what it takes to become a
working actor. Instead of learning from the experience, it now haunts
you. Packed with insider secrets from a working, Hollywood actress,
Playing Small: The Actor's Guide To Becoming A Booking Magnet is an
incredibly readable and rich tapestry for any actor, especially those
pursuing a career in film and television. Life and Career Coach, Christine
Horn, pulls back the curtain of her own successful career to teach us one
simple, yet complicated lesson: your thoughts are sabotaging your
career. And she is brave enough to allow the piece to unfold with a
distinct straightforward simplicity that never loses its edgy intellect.This
game-changing book will challenge you to push past the strategy you
think you know and force you to identify the BIG fears that have held you
back from running toward your dreams with your fullest potential. You
will learn how to break through your psychological roadblocks that have
kept you playing small and feeling stuck in a cycle of stinking thinking,
useless comparison, procrastination, fear, shame, doubt, and worry.With
hundreds of successful client stories under her belt, Christine teaches
you how to find the fun in acting again and how to become a booking
magnet.
Casting Qs - Bonnie Gillespie 2003-01-01
Actors can gain an edge by understanding the process of casting. The
gatekeepers to the Industry, casting directors size-up an actor's fit to a
role, filtering thousands of potentials down to those who get the audition.
So how can actors beat the system?
Self-management for Actors - Bonnie Gillespie 2009
No other book for actors focuses so succinctly on the business of selfmanagement. Whether an actor has an agent or manager on his or her
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team or is going it alone, this valuable book is a roadmap for survivingand thriving-in the entertainment industry.
Reinventing Organizations - Frederic Laloux 2014
Every time humanity has shifted to a new stage of consciousness in the
past, it has invented a new way to structure and run organizations, each
time bringing breakthroughs in collaboration. The organizations
researched for this book have already "cracked the code." Their founders
have fundamentally questioned every aspect of management and have
come up with entirely new organizational methods. This book describes
in practical detail how organizations large and small can operate in this
new paradigm.
Occupational Outlook Handbook - United States. Bureau of Labor
Statistics 1976
The Power of the Actor - Ivana Chubbuck 2005-08-18
In The Power of the Actor, a Los Angeles Times bestseller, premier
acting teacher and coach Ivana Chubbuck reveals her cutting-edge
technique, which has launched some of the most successful acting
careers in Hollywood. The first book from the instructor who has taught
Charlize Theron, Brad Pitt, Elisabeth Shue, Djimon Hounsou, and Halle
Berry, The Power of the Actor guides you to dynamic and effective
results. For many of today’s major talents, the Chubbuck Technique is
the leading edge of acting for the twenty-first century. Ivana Chubbuck
has developed a curriculum that takes the theories of the acting masters,
such as Stanislavski, Meisner, and Hagen, to the next step by utilizing
inner pain and emotions, not as an end in itself, but rather as a way to
drive and win a goal. In addition to the powerful twelve-step process, the
book takes well-known scripts, both classic and contemporary, and
demonstrates how to precisely apply Chubbuck’s script-analysis process.
The Power of the Actor is filled with fascinating and inspiring behind-thescenes accounts of how noted actors have mastered their craft and have
accomplished success in such a difficult and competitive field.
No Acting, Please - Eric Morris 1995
A collection of 125 acting exercises that are based on journal excerpts
and dialogues from Mr. Morris' classes. These exercises teach the actor
to systematically eliminate his or her instrumental obstacles -- tensions,
fears, inhibitions -- and explore the "being" state, where the actor does
no more and no less than what he or she feels. As the title indicates,
many of the techniques herein address the actor's need to avoid falling
into the traps of concept and presentational acting. There is also a
complete chapter on sense memory -- what it is, and how to practice it
and apply it as an acting tool. Co-authored by Joan Hotchkis, and with a
Foreword by Jack Nicholson.
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The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life - Erving Goffman 1999-01
Acting in Film - Michael Caine 2000-02-01
(Applause Books). A master actor who's appeared in an enormous
number of films, starring with everyone from Nicholson to Kermit the
Frog, Michael Caine is uniquely qualified to provide his view of making
movies. This revised and expanded edition features great photos, with
chapters on: Preparation, In Front of the Camera Before You Shoot, The
Take, Characters, Directors, On Being a Star, and much more.
"Remarkable material ... A treasure ... I'm not going to be looking at
performances quite the same way ... FASCINATING!" Gene Siskel
The Presentation of Self in Contemporary Social Life - David Shulman
2016-05-17
The Presentation of Self in Contemporary Social Life covers the popular
theories of Erving Goffman, and shows modern applications of
dramaturgical analysis in a wide range of social contexts. David
Shulman’s innovative new text demonstrates how Goffman’s ideas, first
introduced in 1959, continue to inspire research into how we manage the
impressions that others form about us. He synthesizes the work of
contemporary scholars who use dramaturgical approaches from several
disciplines, who recognize that many values, social norms, and laws have
changed since Goffman’s time, and that contemporary society offers
significant new forms of impression management that we can engage in
and experience. After a general introduction to dramaturgical sociology,
readers will see many examples of how Goffman’s ideas can provide
powerful insights into familiar aspects of contemporary life today,
including business and the workplace, popular culture, the entertainment
industry, and the digital world.
College Success - Amy Baldwin 2020-03
The Actor's Art and Craft - William Esper 2008-12-10
William Esper, one of the leading acting teachers of our time, explains
and extends Sanford Meisner's legendary technique, offering a clear,
concrete, step-by-step approach to becoming a truly creative actor.Esper
worked closely with Meisner for seventeen years and has spent decades
developing his famous program for actor's training. The result is a
rigorous system of exercises that builds a solid foundation of acting skills
from the ground up, and that is flexible enough to be applied to any
challenge an actor faces, from soap operas to Shakespeare. Co-writer
Damon DiMarco, a former student of Esper's, spent over a year
observing his mentor teaching first-year acting students. In this book he
recreates that experience for us, allowing us to see how the progression
of exercises works in practice. The Actor's Art and Craft vividly
demonstrates that good training does not constrain actors' instincts—it
frees them to create characters with truthful and compelling inner lives.
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